
D/2   G7/2 D/12            

D/2                       G7/2           D/3                                     D#o7/1 A7/4

A7/2  G7/2         D/2                G7/2          D/2    rest/2

D/2   G7/2 D/12            

D/2                  G7/2                    D/3                    D#o7/1 A7/4

A7/2   G7/2          D/2                G7/2          D/2     rest/2

G/3 F#/1 G/3   F#/1 G/1  F#/1 G/6

D/4                           A7/4           Bm/1 rest/3                                A7/2 rest/2

D/2   G7/2 D/12            

D/2                        G7/2            D/3                       D#o7/1 A7/4

A7/2  G7/2         D/6    D7/2

G/3 F#/1 G/3   F#/1 G/1  F#/1 G/6

D/4                           A7/4           Bm/1 rest/3                                A7/2 rest/2

D/2   G7/2 D/12            

D/2              G7/2            D/3                       D#o7/1 A7/4

A7/2 G7/2          D/6            G7/2          D/6             G7/2          D/1

Let's go on a moonlight swim. Far away from the crowd, all alone upon the beach.

Our lips and our arms close within each other's reach will      be (This will be) 

On a moonlight swim. (On a moonlight swim.) 

(Let's go on a moonlight swim. To the raft we can race, and for just a little while 

I’ll sit and pretend that you're on a desert isle with    me) 

On a moonlight swim. (On a moonlight swim.) 

Though the air  is     cold, with kiss-es,    oh, so sweet (so sweet) 

I'll keep you warm, so very warm          from your head to your feet. 

Let's go on a moonlight swim. We're in love and above there's a crazy gold balloon

That sits winkin' down and invitin' us to come on       in (come on in) 

On a moonlight swim 

Though the air  is      cold, with kiss-es,    oh, so sweet 

I'll keep you warm, so very warm            from your head to your feet. 

Let's go on a moonlight swim. We're in love and above there's a crazy gold balloon 

That sits winkin' down and invitin' us to come on         in (come on in) 

On a moonlight swim On a moonlight swim On a moonlight swim

Moonlight Swim
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A
Key: D  Tempo: 112 BPM Intro: Mike count in

All play:        D/2 G7/2 D/2 G7/2 D/2 G7/1 G#7/1 A7/1 rest/3
Backup vocals: (echo), harmonize 
underlines, ooo’s for italics 

Backbeat

Shuffle

Backbeat

Backbeat

Shuffle

Backbeat rhythm is “boom chicka boom chick”, ʻukulele play “chicka” and “chick”
Shuffle rhythm is “boom chick boom chick boom chick boom chick”, ʻukulele play ”chick”

Backbeat rhythm is 1 2& 3 4, ʻukulele play “2& 4”
Shuffle rhythm is 1& 2& 3& 4&, ʻukulele play “& & & &”
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